Abstract. This is a short obituary of Saunders Mac Lane (1909Lane ( -2005.
Philosophical Society. He was elected as president of the American Mathematical Society and Mathematical Association of America. He contributed greatly to modernization of the teaching programs in mathematics. Mac Lane received many signs of honor from the leading universities of the world and possessed an impressive collection of mathematical awards and prizes. Mac Lane became a living legend of the science of the USA.
Mac Lane was born on August 4, 1909 in Norwich near Taftville, Connecticut in the family of a Congregationalist minister and was christened as Leslie Saunders MacLane. The name Leslie was suggested by his nurse, but his mother disliked the name. A month later, his father put a hand on the head of the son, looked up to the God, and said: "Leslie forget." His father and uncles changed the spelling of their surname and began to write MacLane instead of MacLean in order to avoid sounding Irish. The space in Mac Lane was added by Saunders himself at request of his first wife Dorothy. That is how Mac Lane narrated about his name in A Mathematical Biography which was published soon after his death.
Saunders's father passed away when the boy was 15 and it was Uncle John who supported the boy and paid for his education in Yale. Saunders was firstly fond of chemistry but everything changed after acquaintance with differential and integral calculus by the textbook of Longley and Wilson (which reminds of the later book by Granville, Smith, and Longley). The university years revealed Mac Lane's attraction to philosophy and foundations of mathematics. He was greatly impressed by the brand-new three volumes by Whitehead and Russell, the celebrated Principia Mathematica. The mathematical tastes of Mac Lane were strongly influenced by the lectures of a young assistant professor Oystein Ore, a Norwegian mathematician from the Emmy Noether's school. After graduation from Yale, Mac Lane continued education in the University of Chicago. At that time he was very much influenced by the personalities and research of Eliakim Moore, Leonard Dickson, Gilbert Bliss, Edmund Landau, Marston Morse, and many others. Mac Lane was inclined to wrote a Ph.D. thesis in logic but this was impossible in Chicago and so Saunders decided to continue education in Göttingen.
The stay in Germany in [1931] [1932] [1933] The Nazis gained power in Germany in February 1933. The feast of antisemitism started immediately and one of the first and fiercest strokes fell upon the Mathematical Institute. The young persons are welcome to read as an antidote Mac Lane's masterpiece "Mathematics at Göttingen under the Nazis" in the Notices of the AMS, 42:10, 1134-1138 (1995) .
In the fall of 1933 Mac Lane returned to the States with Dorothy Jones Mac Lane whom he had married recently in Germany. The further academic career of Mac Lane was mainly tied with Harvard and since 1947 with Chicago.
To evaluate the contribution of Mac Lane to mathematics is an easy and pleasant task. It suffices to cite the words A. G. Kurosh, a renowned Russian professor of Lomonosov State University. In the translator's preface to the Russian edition of the classical Homology book, Kurosh wrote:
The author of this book, a professor of Chicago University, is one the most prominent American algebraists and topologists. His role in homological algebra as well as category theory is the role of one of the founders of this area.
Homological algebra implements a marvelous project of algebraization of topological spaces by assigning to such a space X the sequence of (abelian) homology groups H n (X). Moreover, each continuous map f : X → Y from X to Y induces a family of homomorphisms of the homology groups f n : H n (X) → H n (Y ). The aim of homological algebra consists in calculation of homologies.
In his research into homological algebra and category theory Mac Lane cooperated with Eilenberg whom he met in 1940. Eilenberg had arrived from Poland two years earlier.
He saw the affinity of the algebraic calculations of Mac Lane with those he encountered in algebraic topology. Eilenberg offered cooperation to Mac Lane. The union of Eilenberg and Mac Lane lasted for 14 years and resulted in 15 joint papers which noticeably changed the mathematical appearance of the 20th century.
The pearl of this cooperation was category theory. Mac Lane always considered category theory "a natural and perhaps inevitable aspect of the 20th century mathematical emphasis on axiomatic and abstract methods-especially as those methods when involved in abstract algebra and functional analysis." He stressed that even if Eilenberg and he did not propose this theory it will necessarily appear in the works of other mathematicians. Among these potential inventors of the new conceptions Mac Lane listed Claude Chevalley, Heinz Hopf, Norman Steenrod, Henri Cartan, Charles Ehresmann, and John von Neumann.
In Mac Lane's opinion, the conceptions of category theory were close to the methodological principles of the project of Nicholas Bourbaki. Mac Lane was sympathetic with the project and was very close to joining in but this never happened (the main obstacles were in linguistic facilities). However, even the later membership of Eilenberg in the Bourbaki group could not overcome a shade of slight disinclination and repulsion. It turned out impossible to "categorize Bourbaki" with a theory of non-French origin as Mac Lane had once phrased the matter shrewdly and elegantly. It is worth noting in this respect that the term "category theory" had roots in the mutual interest of its authors in philosophy and, in particular, in the works of Immanuel Kant.
Set theory rules in the present-day mathematics. The buffoon's role of "abstract nonsense" is assigned in mathematics to category theory. History and literature demonstrate to us that the relations between the ruler and the jester may be totally intricate and unpredictable. Something very similar transpires in the interrelations of set theory and category theory and the dependency of one of them on the other. ¿From a logic standpoint, set theory and category theory are instances of a first order theory. The former deals with sets and the membership relation between them. The latter speaks of objects and morphisms (or arrows). Of course, there is no principle difference between the atomic formulas a ∈ b and a → b. However, the precipice in meaning is abysmal between the two concepts that are formalized by the two atomic formulas. The stationary universe of Zermelo-Fraenkel, cluttered up with uncountably many copies of equipollent sets confronts the free world of categories, ensembles of arbitrary nature that are determined by the dynamics of their transformations.
The individual dualities of set theory, dependent on the choice of particular realizations of the pairs of objects under study, give up their places to the universal natural transformations of category theory. One of the most brilliant achievements of category theory was the development of axiomatic homology theory. Instead of the homological diversity for topological spaces (the simplicial homology for a polyhedron, singular andČech homology, Vietoris homology, etc.) Eilenberg and Steenrod suggested as far back as in 1952 the new understanding of each homology or cohomology theory as a functor from the category of spaces under consideration to the category of groups. The axiomatic approach to defining such a functor radically changed the manner of further progress in homological algebra and algebraic topology. The study of the homology of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces and the method of acyclic models demonstrated the strength of the ideas of category theory and led to universal use of simplicial sets in K-theory and sheaves.
In 1948 Mac Lane proposed the concept of abelian category abstracting the categories of abelian groups and vector spaces which played key roles in the first papers on axiomatic homology theory. The abelian categories were rediscovered in 1953 an became a major tool in research into homological algebra by Cartan, Eilenberg, and their followers.
Outstanding advances in category theory are connected with the names of Alexander Grothendieck and F. William Lawvere. Topos theory, their aesthetic creation, appeared in the course of "point elimination" called upon by the challenge of invariance of the objects we study in mathematics. It is on this road that we met the conception of varying sets which led to the notion of topos and the understanding of the social medium of set-theoretic models.
A category is called an elementary topos provided that it is cartesian closed and has a suboject classifier. The sources of toposes lie in the theory of sheaves and Grothendieck topology. Further progress of the concept of topos is due to search for some categorytheoretic axiomatization of set theory as well as study into forcing and the nonstandard set-theoretic models of Dana Scott, Robert Solovay, and Petr Vopěnka. The new frameworks provide a natural place for the Boolean valued models that are viewed now the toposes with Aristotle logic which pave king's ways to the solution of the problem of the continuum by Kurt Gödel and Paul Cohen. these toposes are now the main arena of Boolean valued analysis.
Bidding farewell to Mac Lane, reading his sincere and openhearted autobiography, enjoying his vehement polemics with Freeman J. Dyson, and perusing his deep last articles on general mathematics, anyone cannot help but share his juvenile devotion and love of mathematics and its creators. His brilliant essays "Despite Physicists, Proof Is Essential in Mathematics" and "Proof, Truth, and Confusion" form an anthem of mathematics which is only possible by proof. 
